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the jormungandr "comes in the way of the medieval terror that is the jormungandr, a huge hammer
born from the smashed planet of gortham which now plows through the battlefield with its four

arms," the developer explained. "the jormungandr's main weapon is the unusual claw that rips and
tears opponents apart; the claw is attached to its body with thorns and a thick, vile blade runs down
its back which harvests and eats the flesh of any who stand against it." for honor is a third-person
melee combat game where players fight in 2v2 duels or in groups of four in various pvp and pve

modes. in classic four-player duels, all heroes are controlled by the same player, but also include ai
controlled allies and enemies. the customization system lets players equip various weapons, mounts,
and armor pieces to earn new outfits and unlock abilities. the mode also features the ability to play
as any of the game's 25 available heroes, each with his or her own strengths and weaknesses and a
set of special abilities called runes that can be powered up with a ton of in-game currency that can

be earned through battles and bought with real money. you can also play as a new character known
as the stranger, who has starting skills and no equipment. while for honor is built for single and
multiplayer combat, the pvp experiences are heavily inspired by world of tanks. you can bring a
team into a limited area with you, and then take control of the resources that are there. you can
choose to fight for points or to defend your territory from opponents. the year 3 season 3: hulda

update also introduced hero balancing changes. all five of the original ninja heroes - along with their
jungle, saint and ripper chapters - received new kits to give them more counter-based strategies. on

the other hand, the new hero nashor received increased range and evasion making him harder to
deal with. 5ec8ef588b
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